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The physical features of Ladakh, the mountain ranges, the piles of 
sand, the mounds of fine soils and the marks of water level tell that it 
was once a huge lake. Due to the natural changing process of the 
earth, the waters of the lake flowed away, leaving behind the 
Panggong lake, the Tsomori-ri lake and the Tsokar lake etc. 

According to the nature of the water-cycle, clouds come from the 
ocean, and rain or snow fall on the high mountains, forming glaciers. 
During the summer time, the glaciers melt and come down as streams 
to the river Indus, which flows through Ladakh. The Indus originates 
from a place like a lion’s mouth, and so it is called ‘Senghe Khababs’, 
meaning ‘flowing down from a lion’s mouth’. It starts from a place 
near Mount Kailash in Western Tibet. 

The Zanskar river, the Suru Kartse river, the Shayok river and 
the Siachen river in the Nubra valley are tributaries of Senghe 
Khababs. These rivers meet to become one in Baltistan, and flow 
down through Pakistan into the Arabian Sea.  

The Kashmir Valley also was a lake, which was emptied by the 
spiritual power of Arahanta Madhyantika, so that the lake became a 
dry place and the Nagas (water spirits) turned into human beings. One 
of the springs caused by Arahanta Madhyantika is the Verinag Spring. 

It is said that the Tibetan people originated from the father 
monkey, the incarnation of the God Avalokitesvara and the mother 
Brag-Srinmo. Later, the Tibetans multiplied into a larger and larger 
population. In the ancient books, it is mentioned that the gods and 
goddesses used to come to Tibet often. According to Bon legend, it is 
said that there was a rope hanging down from the sky to the earth. It is 
said that the gods from the Odsel realm used to come down the rope. 
Later on, the rope was torn, and relations between the gods and the 
human beings came to a standstill. When the population increased in 
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Tibet, it seemed that people from Tibet came into Ladakh during the 
summer season to graze and breed animals. It was easy for them as 
there are few high passes between Tibet and Ladakh. It is said that the 
Mon race came to Ladakh from the Kulu region of Himachal Pradesh 
and settled in Ladakh. Afterwards, the Brogpas and Dards came to 
Ladakh from the Gilgit region. They were the first people to come to 
Ladakh. 

 


